LES COTEAUX DU SOLEIL
Activities
The region of Conthey is well situated in the heart of Valais, near the
city of Sion, between the Rhône and the Diablerets mountains. This
ideal situation allow us to present a large cultural and sport offer.
We can also offer wellness and entertainment activities that can be
done in the Alps, on the plains or in the mountains, in summer or in
winter.
You will discover in Conthey a colorful landscape and a still
preserved nature. In our region, we can find several interesting local
products, a unique wineyard (the biggest of the Valais), lots of hiking
paths for every skills. Wineyard hiking, bisses paths, unique place
like Derborence or mountain tours can be discovered in our region.
Situation

Family activities in the heart of
Valais
Joy of children and happiness of parents are our main concern.
In summer, the plain offers you lots of activities for your holidays.
Biking tours, Valère and Tourbillon castles visit with "Le Ptit
Sédunois", a small train that lets you discover the old city of Sion
and travels you to the unique place of "Les Iles", where you will enjoy
nature, lake, a small snack and summer activities (minigolf, climbing,
swimming). Sion and Vétroz swimming pools allows you to enjoy
water activities and entertainement : playground, tennis, horse
riding are all set for you.
On the mountains, lots of hiking are available. Some will enjoy a
brunch to the farm, while some will also like a sleeping experience
on the grass. Those unforgettable moments are waiting for you.
In winter, swimming pools, ice skating infrastructure and snow
garden let you enjoy the day. In the Alps, everything is set for your
family : sliding and ski initiation, snow playground for the kids. We
do our best to let you enjoy quality family time in Valais !
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